director’s report
Jan Copeland (PhD)
(Professor/Director, NCPIC)

I have been visiting the US and Europe during the last month and it has been interesting getting some international feedback on the NCPIC model and our activities. There is certainly nothing like it anywhere else and there has been keen interest expressed in our progress.

I was invited to present at the European Monitoring Centre on Drugs and Drug Addiction (EMCDDA) in Lisbon on aspects of cannabis measurement and interventions. It is very much a hot topic in Europe now with more than 200 cannabis clinics having opened in France and cannabis now accounting for 28% of new presentations to drug treatment in the EU.

While I was in Lisbon, the EMCDDA launched their latest monograph, A Cannabis Reader: Global Issues and Local Experiences — Perspectives on Cannabis Controversies, Treatment and Regulation in Europe. It is over 700 pages and has chapters by leading European experts on a range of cannabis topics from political, legislative, economic and social developments to prevention, treatment and healthcare. One of the topics discussed is the potency of cannabis.

This is certainly one of the most controversial topics with little research and strong opinion. NCPIC has a new factsheet summarising what we know and can be found at http://ncpic.org.au/workforce/cannabisinfo/factsheets/article/cannabis-potency. There is also a recent paper on the topic in Addiction by McLaren and colleagues mentioned in this E-Zine. The media has picked up on the recent report from the University of Mississippi’s Potency Monitoring Project that has tracked the average amount of THC, the principal psychoactive ingredient in cannabis, in more than 64,000 samples seized by law enforcement agencies from 1975 to 2007. They reported that the average amount of THC increased from 8.75% in 2006 to 9.6% last year. This represents more than a doubling of the average cannabis potency since 1983, when it averaged just less than 4%.

The UK Home Office has also recently released the Home Office Cannabis Potency Study 2008 that reported on analyses of 2,921 street seizures in England and Wales. A subsample of around two thirds of the samples was microscopically examined. This revealed that the vast majority of herbal cannabis (97%) was grown using intensive methods (sinsemilla) with an average potency of 16.2% in those samples compared with 8.4% for other cannabis. This was in contrast to cannabis resin with a mean potency of 5.9%. Unfortunately this is not part of a routine monitoring so no trend data is available, but similar levels have been reported in Italy.

Regrettably, there is no monitoring of the potency of cannabis in Australian seizures and no reporting from New Zealand in more than a decade. There are many methodological issues to be considered when comparing testing of illicit cannabis seizures, however, it would appear that the potency of cannabis has at least doubled in the past twenty five years. In addition, the typical smoking habits have also changed in that time.

It would appear that an equally, or even more important difference nowadays, is the part of the plant people smoke and the age at which people commence regular use. It is more common for people today to smoke the flowering heads of the plant which are much more potent than the leaf product. In addition, people are more likely to smoke cannabis in a bong (waterpipe). These changes in the patterns of use may result in users of today taking in higher levels of THC than in the past. Additionally, the younger people start and the more regularly they use, the more likely they are to be adversely
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affected by cannabis. Simply focusing on cannabis potency may obscure the fact that young, regular users are most at risk of cannabis-related harm. The claims that older, experienced smokers titrate the level of THC in a sophisticated manner and may, therefore, be reducing exposure to cannabis and other smoke is yet to be supported by a rigorous evidence base.

While an average doubling of cannabis potency in some countries might seem alarming, we are yet to understand the relationship between cannabis potency and harms at any level. In the absence of research on the issue, we can only speculate on the effect of potency on a range of cannabis-related harms, with no information to inform individual users of the risk profile by factors such as age or level of use. We hope the upcoming potency and contamination project with our consortium partners NDRI and WA Police, will shed some early light on this important issue.


research publications

Relevant publications examining issues to do with cannabis that have been published in the last month include the following:
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commentary on research role of cannabinoids in the management of neuropathic pain

Peter Gates

Smoked cannabis has been used in therapeutic applications for centuries. However, advances in biochemistry and the rigorous science behind controlled trials have demonstrated efficacy in only a handful of these applications. In their recent review, Fontelles and colleagues describe research regarding the effectiveness of cannabinoids in managing pain.

Animal studies modelling acute pain and nerve damage have illustrated the involvement of the ‘endogenous cannabinoid system’ (receptors in our bodies that interact with cannabis). Combined with the anecdotal evidence that cannabis is often smoked to alleviate pain, these studies generated interest in human applications. However, as Fontelles and colleagues describe, there is insufficient evidence to recommend cannabinoids in treating chronic pain despite significant analgesic effects. Yet in review of literature specific to the treatment of neuropathic pain (nerve pain), findings were more promising. Fontelles and colleagues reviewed all the well controlled clinical trials published between January 2000 and May 2007. The authors of each study demonstrated significant effectiveness in treatment, with mild to moderate side effects (such as dizziness and dry mouth) in combination with the expected psychotropic effects. Only one paper on the use of smoked cannabis was published which also showed a reduction in HIV-associated pain. Importantly, Fontelles and colleagues cited a lack of controlled trials of alternative treatments (such as antiepileptics and antidepressants) that would allow for comparison. Therefore, despite a need for comparative research, Fontelles and colleagues suggested that cannabinoids can be accepted as one of many treatment options for neuropathic pain.


with cannabis and cocaine, a study published in the Public Library of Science journal PLoS Medicine has reported. An Australian-led team of international researchers including Dr Louisa Degenhardt of the National Drug and Alcohol Research Centre, surveyed 54,000 people in 17 countries and found that over 42% of Americans had tried cannabis, followed closely by 41% in New Zealand. The results raised some interesting trends which showed that countries with more relaxed drug laws have lower rates of drug abuse. The research team found that “Globally, drug-use is not distributed evenly and is not simply related to drug policy, since countries with stringent user-level illegal drug policies did not have lower levels of use than countries with liberal ones.”

researchers survey the globe to find...US biggest users of dope

Border Mail: July 3, 2008

Despite having strict drug laws, the US has the highest rate of experimentation experiencing health and lifestyle problems from their cannabis use in the area. The clinics incorporate counseling and follow the models and successes of four state government funded trial clinics in Sydney and the central west in 2006. The clinics have been placed in Community Health Centres to encourage people otherwise unlikely to attend drug and alcohol facilities to seek help. Cognitive behavioural therapy is being used in the treatment, along with identifying any mental health issues and offering support.

what in the weird? Scientists have dope on skin

MX Brisbane: July 7, 2008

Scientists have found that the body makes chemicals similar to THC, the active ingredient in cannabis, to help the skin. Cells that produce oil for the skin were treated with endocannabinoids to make them produce more oil. Cannabis plants produce THC to protect them from pathogens and it is thought that humans produce similar chemicals for...
the same reason, thus helping maintain healthy skin. New skin creams may be developed from this discovery.

drugs and breastfeeding
Swan Hill Guardian: July 7, 2008
This article raises some concerns about the effects of a mother’s cannabis use while breastfeeding. It states that babies exposed to cannabis in this way will test positive in urine screens for two to three weeks. These babies often show signs of sedation, weakness and disrupted feeding patterns. Other effects are said to include a decrease in milk production and the risk of the mother experiencing reality distortion, difficulty in coping with an emergency or in performing fine motor skills and a propensity for deep sleep, making her unresponsive to the child’s needs. The article advises that using cannabis while breastfeeding is not recommended.

teen drug traumas
Herald Sun: July 8, 2008
This article presents the findings of Victorian state-government report, The State of Victoria’s Young People. Although 48% of 16- to-24 year-olds in Victoria have tried cannabis, only a minority of them would go on to use drugs regularly. The findings also suggest that the number of young people experimenting with drugs is declining.

rates of disorder in court a worry
Blacktown Advocate: July 16, 2008
The prevalence of mental health issues and drug dependence among prison populations is raised in this article. More than half of defendants appearing in Blacktown and Newcastle courts have signs of psychiatric disorder and three quarters of these show signs of drug dependency, the most common substance being alcohol, followed by cannabis and amphetamines. These results were found in a Bureau of Crime Statistics and Research (BOCSAR) pilot study of 189 defendants from the two courts. Bureau Director Don Weatherburn emphasised that “dealing with these problems is absolutely essential if we want to reduce the risk of further offending”.

joint not the same since the Dutch banned tobacco
Sunday Age: July 20, 2008
New Dutch laws banning people smoking tobacco in the workplace, including customers at cafes, are said to be creating a shift in cannabis consumption patterns and damaging the iconic café culture where customers can freely purchase and smoke cannabis. Previously, most customers mixed tobacco with cannabis and chose to smoke it in the cafes, often buying food and drink at the same time. Now however, they can’t smoke joints or water-pipes containing any tobacco inside, and due to laws preventing cannabis being smoked on the pavement, they can’t smoke this tobacco-cannabis mix outside either, unless the café has an outdoor area. This means most customers either smoke pure cannabis joints inside, or take their purchased cannabis away, thus reducing sales of food and drink. It also means that larger doses of cannabis are being smoked at a time, as it isn’t being mixed with tobacco. Small cafes without outdoor areas are reporting a downturn in food and drink sales and some people are worried that the unique Dutch cannabis-café culture will be weakened.

GP patient resource launched on cannabis
Australian Medicine: July 21, 2008
The AMA has released a brochure ‘Take a closer look: Cannabis and your health 2008’, as a resource for GPs to increase awareness in their young patients about the short and long-term effects of cannabis use. AMA President Dr Rosanna Capolingua says “Many Australians, including teenagers and their parents, visit their GP on a regular basis...[and] these visits are an opportunity for doctors to provide patients with credible and authoritative information about cannabis use.”

illegal crop right at home in the suburbs
Daily Telegraph: July 25, 2008
A number of newspapers picked up on our media release about the Australian Institute of Criminology (AIC) bulletin which reported that most of Australia’s cannabis is grown hydroponically in urban areas. The articles focused on this fact as well as the prevalence of organised crime being heavily involved in hydroponic cannabis production. Hydroponically grown cannabis is the most commonly detected form of the plant by police, but is seen by growers as easier to conceal and as producing better yields than bush crops. The ease of cultivation and the hydroponic cannabis industry’s high profitability means it is unlikely to slow in the short to medium term.

babies benefit when mums kick substance abuse early
Australian Doctor: July 25, 2008
A large health plan in the US has revealed the significant benefits that can be attained if substance abuse is treated early on in pregnancy. Among almost 50,000 women in the prenatal care program, those who received intervention for drugs including cannabis, were 16 times less likely to have a stillbirth than those who used the drugs but did not accept treatment. In addition, they were half as likely to have a pre-term delivery or a low birth-weight baby. These results were published in the Journal of Perinatology.

dope smokers not so mellow anymore
Sydney Morning Herald: July 30, 2008
This article, in response to the latest NCPIC Bulletin, focused on results of the Centre’s study into cannabis-related presentations at two emergency departments in Sydney hospitals in a study between 2004 and 2006. Centre Director, Professor Jan Copeland says, “It’s the first time we have ever gathered this sort of data and it is highly surprising. It’s apparent that we need a higher level of early intervention to pick up these problems before they get to the emergency department.”
cannabis contamination: what do we know?

Over the past decade there has been increasing community concern regarding the possible contamination of cannabis. The contamination being referred to is the intentional or unintentional addition of potentially harmful substances to the cannabis plant, usually added to enhance the actual or perceived plant growth and quality.

When the cannabis plant is being grown, contaminants may be intentionally or unintentionally added. Contamination can manifest in any of the three stages in cannabis production:

- contamination in cultivation
- contamination in storage
- contamination in retail

Chemicals may be added intentionally to enhance plant growth or for pest and disease control. Although these chemicals have the potential to harm users, it is not thought to be a widespread problem. Those chemicals added for pest or disease control are potentially more concerning. Unfortunately, there has been no research into the extent of this potential problem.

While cannabis is being stored (during cultivation or by the user), certain types of moulds and fungi may unintentionally grow on the plant. These moulds have been identified to usually be Aspergillus flavus, Streptoscyces or Penicillium. Although it is believed that these can be cleaned from the plant by flushing them with water, this is perceived to occur less often when cannabis is grown hydroponically. Although we know more about the health consequences of this type of contamination than any other, there is still little known about the extent of the problem.

Some substances can be added by retailers to increase the weight or perceived quality of cannabis. Recently in the United Kingdom there have been reports of glass beads being added to a spray to increase the weight of the plant and mimic the appearance of greater potency. Separate reports from Germany of lead particles being added to increase weight have also more recently appeared. These occurrences, although rare, are of great concern and have resulted in hospitalisations.
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girls smoke dope just as much as boys: Study

AAP Newswire: July 30, 2008

Further media coverage about the latest NCPIC Bulletin was widespread among regional newspapers across Australia. The articles covered the Bulletin’s discussion of the new statistics from the 2007 National Drug Strategy Household Survey which found that teenage girls are just as likely to smoke cannabis as boys. Despite overall rates of cannabis use for Australians aged 14 to 39 years dropping in recent years, men in their 20s and 30s are still more likely to use cannabis than their female counterparts. Professor Jan Copeland, NCPIC Director, says “What we are left with now is the hard core of both boys and girls, if you like, the committed cannabis users who have other problems in their lives...it’s going to take more than an ad campaign on television to deter them.”

family values the main course

Gold Coast Bulletin: July 30, 2008

This article focuses on findings by the University of Minnesota, that girls who eat with their family are less likely to drink, smoke or use cannabis five years later. However, the same trend cannot be seen for boys, for unknown reasons. Family meals are seen as an effective way for parents to connect with their children and detect any problems they might be facing, as early as possible.